
WPPS ES1 Home Learning Term 3 Week 3 Adapted from the Department of Education

Week Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
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English

We are revising the sounds
letters make.
B is for ball. Write a capital B and

a lower-case b.

Draw 3 things that start with the

letter b. Write a sentence and

underline all the  b’s.

The big boy ate a banana.

Practise reading and writing your

sight words.

with and you

Write a sentence for each sight

word.

Writing

Listen to a story on StoryBox

Go Go and the silver shoes

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/st

ories/go-go-and-the-silver-shoes

● Draw your favourite pair of

shoes.

● Write some sentences about

them.

My shoes are ____ .

English

We are revising the sounds
letters make.
F is for fish. Write a capital F and

a lower-case f.

Draw 3 things that start with the

letter f. Write a sentence and

underline all the f’s.

Five fat fish swimming.

CVC words

Write 3 words that end with -in.

bin, tin, pin

Writing

Listen to a story on StoryBox

That's not the monster we ordered

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/st

ories/thats-not-the-monster-we-o

rdered

● Draw the monster from the

book.

● Write some sentences about

it.

The monster is ____ .

English

We are revising the sounds
letters make.
L is for lion. Write a capital L and

a lower-case l.

Draw 3 things that start with the

letter l. Write a sentence and

underline the letter l.

Let’s look at the ball on the

hill.

Practise reading and writing your

sight words.

was and I

Write a sentence for each sight

word.

Writing

Listen to a story on StoryBox

Rodney loses it

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/st

ories/rodney-loses-it

● Draw something that you lost.

● Write some sentences about

it.

I lost my ____ .

English

We are revising the sounds
letters make.
J is for jellyfish. Write a capital

J and a lower-case j.

Draw 3 things that start with the

letter j. Write a sentence and

underline the letter j.

Juicy jelly tastes yummy.

CVC words

Write 3 words that end with -ig.

big, pig, wig

Writing

Write about your favourite toy.

My favourite toy is my red ball. I

can throw it and kick it.

Listen to a story on StoryBox

Busting

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/st

ories/busting

English

We are revising the sounds
letters make.
V is for van. Write a capital V and

a lower-case v.

Draw 3 things that start with the

letter v. Write a sentence and

underline all the letter v’s.

I have to take the dog to

the vet.

Practise reading and writing your

sight words.

here and come

Write a sentence for each sight

word.

Writing

Write about your favourite farm

animal.

Pigs are my favourite farm animal

because they like to roll around in

mud.

Listen to a story on StoryBox

When the wind changes

https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/st

ories/when-the-wind-changed
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Starfall Reading Activities

Read Zac the Rat

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-sv-a

/zac-the-rat/?sn=ltr-classic

Starfall Reading Activities

Read Zac the Cat

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-sv-a

/zac-and-cat/?sn=vowelpals

Starfall Reading Activities

Read Zac and the hat.

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-sv-a/z

ac-and-the-hat/?sn=vowelpals

Starfall Reading Activities

Blending letters together to make

words.

Focus: (at)

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-sv

-a/maw-at/?sn=ltr-classic

Starfall Reading Activities

Blending letters together to make

words.

Focus: (an)

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-sv

-a/maw-an/?sn=ltr-classic
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Mathematics

I can use my fingers or
concrete material to answer
addition problems.

Can you solve this addition

problem? Draw a picture to help

you solve it.

I have 16 counters and I get

5 more. How many do I have

altogether?

example:

I have 11 balloons and I get

6 more. How many do I have

altogether?

Draw it.

Mathematics

I can use my fingers or
concrete material to answer
addition problems.

Solve this addition problem and

write a number sentence showing

your answer

I baked 11 cookies. I then

baked four more.

How many are there

altogether?

11    +  4  =

Collect 20 objects from around

your home.

You could use; pegs, toys, coins,

pencils.

Mathematics

I can use my fingers or
concrete material to answer
addition problems.

Use the farm picture.

I can see 8 and 2 .

How many altogether?

I can see 3 and 3

How many altogether?

How many animals are in the

picture?

Complete the worksheet below

Mathematics

I can name 3 Dimensional
shapes.
How quickly can you say the name

of these shapes? Ask someone to

time you.

Have a look at the 3D objects

below. Can you see any 2D shapes

in these 3D objects?

Sphere Cube

Cone Cylinder

Mathematics

I can name 3 Dimensional
objects around me.

Can you remember the names of

the 3D objects from last lesson?

How quickly can you say them?

Have a look around your house for

things that look like these 3D

objects.
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Geography - Cross Curricular

link from Science & Technology

Natural materials are found all

around us

Human-made materials have

been created by people.

Activity: Go outside or look

outside your window.

Write 3 Natural and

Human-made materials you can

see.

Human-made Natural

Bricks Wood

metal grass

plastic dirt

Music with Ms Young

Click on the below link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v

=48Qi6SeJtDA&t=3s

Use items around the house eg:

two wooden spoons or even your

hands to play or clap along to

with patterns.

Science and Technology

Hard and soft

Different things feel hard and

soft.

Complete the worksheet below.

Creative Arts

Listen and Draw Activity

Follow the instructions and draw

the monster yourself.

Colour the picture once you are

done.

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=difDhyEHIPs&t=4s

Science and Technology

Maps show us where things
are.

Draw a picture of your own

classroom.

PDHPE

Complete the following

exercises.

Cloud grabbers

(Do 3 times):Stand up tall.

Put your arms in the air.

Get on your toes and touch the

sky.

Wait 10 seconds and then lower

your feet..

Running on the Spot

(Do 5 times):

Lower you back forward.

Run on the spot as fast as you

can.

Count to 10 and do a big jump.

Push-ups:

Get your body facing the

ground.

Bend your elbows and lower your

chest.

Push back up.

Sun Safety

Watch the video.

https://youtu.be/T7ghJsZug60

Talk to your family about the

video.

I need to wear a hat to protect
myself from the sun.

Reminder: You should be reading EVERY DAY for 20 minutes. Use the ONLINE resource page on the school website to access online
activities. Please note SOME websites require you to create an account.

Access Story Box Library via the link https://storyboxlibrary.com.au User Name: WPPS Password: WPPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48Qi6SeJtDA&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48Qi6SeJtDA&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=difDhyEHIPs&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=difDhyEHIPs&t=4s
https://youtu.be/T7ghJsZug60
https://wileyparkps.com.au/
https://storyboxlibrary.com.au/


Maths Wednesday.

How many legs?

How many eyes?

How many tails?




